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Finding Complex Features for Guest Language
Fragment Recovery in Resource-Limited

Code-Mixed Speech Recognition
Aaron Heidel, Hsiang-Hung Lu, and Lin-Shan Lee, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The rise of mobile devices and online learning brings
into sharp focus the importance of speech recognition not only
for the many languages of the world but also for code-mixed
speech, especially where English is the second language. The
recognition of code-mixed speech, where the speaker mixes lan-
guages within a single utterance, is a challenge for both computers
and humans, not least because of the limited training data. We
conduct research on a Mandarin–English code-mixed lecture
corpus, where Mandarin is the host language and English the
guest language, and attempt to find complex features for the
recovery of English segments that were misrecognized in the
initial recognition pass. We propose a multi-level framework
wherein both low-level and high-level cues are jointly considered;
we use phonotactic, prosodic, and linguistic cues in addition to
acoustic-phonetic cues to discriminate at the frame level between
English- and Chinese-language segments.We develop a simple and
exact method for CRF feature induction, and improved methods
for using cascaded features derived from the training corpus.
By additionally tuning the data imbalance ratio between English
and Chinese, we demonstrate highly significant improvements
over previous work in the recovery of English-language segments,
and demonstrate performance superior to DNN-based methods.
We demonstrate considerable performance improvements not
only with the traditional GMM-HMM recognition paradigm but
also with a state-of-the-art hybrid CD-HMM-DNN recognition
framework.

Index Terms—Bilingual, code-mixing, language identification,
speech recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ODE mixing (CM) occurs when a speaker mixes lan-
guages within a single utterance [1]; some know this as

code switching [2]. For example,
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Given前面這些 state的 history

(Given the history of these states)

你如果修過相關的 sampling theory的課的話

(If you have taken classes on sampling theory before)

我就是把這個 D sub I放到這個 L的 function裡面去

(I put this d sub i into function L here)

are code-mixed utterances in which Mandarin Chinese is the
host language (L1) and English the guest language (L2).
By definition, code mixing is limited to bilingual speakers. It

is estimated that there are more bilingual speakers in the world
than monolinguals, and that the worldwide percentage of bilin-
guals is increasing [3]. Indeed, even in the United States, census
data shows that 20% of those surveyed reported speaking a lan-
guage other than English at home in 2007, compared to only 8%
in 1980 [4]. Code-mixing is widely used among bilingual indi-
viduals, who when speaking their native language readily add
words or phrases from a second language, especially English.
The technology for monolingual automatic speech recogni-

tion (ASR) is relatively mature, but that for code-mixed ASR is
still in its infancy. This is reflected in downstream applications
of automatic transcriptions. For instance, in lecture ASR, that
is, ASR conducted on classroom lectures, even when lectures
are often delivered in languages other than English, they often
include occasional English words, and these English words are
often keywords, which represent the most important content in
an utterance. It is exactly this content then which is most rel-
evant in terms of many spoken language understanding appli-
cations. However because of the heavily imbalanced nature of
code-mixed lectures, ASR performance for these crucial Eng-
lish words is generally poor. Any improvements in code-mixed
ASR, especially for English segments, therefore, will also ben-
efit such downstream applications, and result in a more com-
pelling online learning environment. This is also true for smart-
phone-based ASR applications: to appeal to a wider segment
of the smartphone market, localization of such applications to
areas other than the main English-speaking countries must take
into account code-mixing.
One other problem with code-mixed ASR is the lack of

training data. Monolingual data is expensive to acquire and
transcribe; bilingual data is even more so. Resource-limited
methods are needed that yield performance improvements even
with relatively small amounts of training data.
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Fig. 1. Proposed system. Components and both use the same
bilingual acoustic and language models and lexicon. The results of the first pass
( ) are used to perform a targeted second pass ( ).

In this paper, we propose an approach for the automatic
recognition of code-mixed speech in which English-language
segments are recovered within a multi-pass ASR framework
(Fig. 1). This is a speaker-dependent, resource-limited mech-
anism for the recovery of code-mixed speech which is related
to what could be termed code-mixed language identification
(CMLID). We first use a bilingual acoustic model, a bilingual
lexicon, and a bilingual language model to generate the initial
set of system recognition hypotheses (this baseline system
is detailed in Section VI-B), after which we analyze these
hypotheses and their audio signals (waveforms) to recover mis-
recognized guest-language segments. We conduct our research
on Mandarin-English code-mixed lecture recordings where
Mandarin is the host language and English the guest language.
Our task is to recover English-language segments that were
misrecognized in the initial recognition pass.
We extend the work of Yeh et al., who use low-level

acoustic-phonetic cues to enhance both Chinese- and Eng-
lish-language recognition, in particular focusing on bilingual
acoustic modeling strategies involving state mapping [5] and
frame-level CMLID using blurred posteriorgrams [6] to miti-
gate the effects of data imbalance. Here, we extend this work
to higher levels and establish a comprehensive framework
for English recovery. We focus on English segments, and
use higher-level cues–phonotactic, prosodic, and linguistic
in addition to acoustic-phonetic–to discriminate at the frame
level between Chinese and English segments. We show that
despite our focus on improving English recognition accuracy
for this resource-limited task, our approach has the side-effect
of additionally improving Chinese accuracy. We demonstrate
considerable performance improvements not only with the
traditional GMM-HMM recognition paradigm but also with
a state-of-the-art hybrid CD-HMM-DNN recognition frame-
work. Note that this approach is not limited to Chinese-English
code-mixed speech but can be applied to any host-guest lan-
guage pair.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Linguistic Background
For humans, the recognition of guest-language segments is

a highly complex process [7]. In particular, bilingual subjects
are known to take longer to recognize code-mixed words than
words in the host language [8]; this could be due to the need to

switch from the host to the guest model, or to wait for a longer
context (presumably in search of higher-level cues to reduce the
search space), or both.
Grosjean lists several effects that have been observed in

human language processing [7]. He maintains that linguistic
researchers must account for these effects when they theorize
the structure and functions of “mixed language word recogni-
tion” models in the human brain. Among these effects are the
following:
• Frequency: rare words take longer to recognize than
common words [9]. This necessitates the use of linguistic
cues.

• Phonotactics: “Words marked phonotactically as be-
longing to the guest language only … are recognized
sooner and with more ease than words not marked in
this way.” [7]. Although phonotactic cues can be very
effective, not every word can be distinguished in this way.
This effect too must be resolved with higher-level cues.

• Homophones: Words in the guest language that are pro-
nounced identically to words in the host language are more
difficult to process than other guest-language words [7].
This shows that acoustic and phonotactic cues can mislead,
and that higher-level (i.e., syntactic or linguistic) cues are
needed sometimes to “break ties.”

• Order independency: In continuous speech, words are not
always recognized one at a time; rather, words may be rec-
ognized simultaneously, or even in reverse order [10], [11].
A model that takes this into account cannot merely proceed
from left-to-right, one word at a time, but must consider
wider contexts, for instance, multi-word phrases or whole
utterances, or even groups of utterances.

Hence we see that humans simultaneously use both high-level
and low-level cues to recognize code-mixed speech. In this work
we attempt to develop a similar albeit greatly simplified system
for code-mixed ASR, drawing inspiration from human speech
recognition in our search for useful cues and mechanisms.

B. Related Work
There is a wide body of research on language identification

(LID) [12]–[14]. For general LID, the task has been to identify
the language of a given spoken utterance. Recent NIST language
recognition evaluations have specified utterance lengths of 30,
10, and 3 seconds, and have provided utterances produced by
native speakers in their own languages. There are typically over
10 languages to choose from in deciding the language.
There are several important differences between CMLID and

LID that preclude a straight transfer of LIDmethods to CMLID:
• Language boundaries unknown: In LID, the language
boundaries are given, because the end of the sentence
marks the end of a given language. In CMLID, however,
the boundaries can fall anywhere within an utterance.
Additionally, not every utterance is guaranteed to contain
guest-language segments.

• Short language segments: In CMLID, speech segments for
a language can be very short, sometimes less than a second
long, whereas for LID, speech segments are at least three
seconds long, depending on the task (usually the focus is
on 30-second segments).
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• Non-native accents: In CMLID, non-native accents are
common in guest-language segments. Indeed, guest-lan-
guage words are often pronounced in the style of the host
language, using host-language phonemes and prosody.
This can introduce severe pronunciation variations, which
can significantly complicate the acoustic modeling task,
and grammar faults, which can make language modeling
more difficult.

• Binary choice of languages: CMLID is simpler than LID
only in its being limited to two possible languages as op-
posed to LID’s ten or more.

Despite these differences, some LID techniques have been
found to work well within a CM framework. In particular
are phonotactic methods which leverage each language’s
constraints on phonotactic sequences such as CVC, which
refers to a syllable like “bat” or “till” composed of a conso-
nant-vowel-consonant sequence, or CVCC (“bats” or “tilt,”
consonant-vowel-consonant-consonant). Such syllables are
perfectly natural in English but not generally in Mandarin, in
which syllables do not end in non-nasal consonants. Also, some
phonemes are language-specific: the I vowel in bit occurs in
English but not in Mandarin, and the umlaut ü vowel in 女 ,
pronounced nü, occurs in Mandarin but not in English. Finally,
the tonal quality of Mandarin can be leveraged with respect to
English by the use of prosodic cues.
For Cantonese-English code mixing, Lee et al. perform lan-

guage boundary detection (LBD). In addition to using bi-phone
probabilities, they also use syllable-based and lattice-based
methods, and demonstrate improved ASR results when LBD
is applied to ASR [15], [16]. They further show that ASR
confidences are unreliable around guest-language segments
and should hence be augmented with LID information [17].

C. Frame GLD

We extend the work of Yeh et al. [6], who perform recognition
of code-mixed lecture data using bilingual acoustic models and
a bilingual language model and lexicon. They perform frame-
level English detection (frame-level guest language detection,
or frame GLD) within the conventional ASR framework, the
output of which is used to boost the scores of detected English
phoneme models during a second ASR pass. Following [18],
they implement the detector as a neural network, but instead
of using long-context MFCCs as input, they take their input
from the first-pass recognition phoneme lattices, which are rep-
resented for each frame as an -dimensional posteriorgram
vector , where is a Chinese
or English phoneme, is the total number of phonemes for the
two languages, and for phonemes that do not
appear in the lattice at time . From these phoneme posterior-
grams they extract “blurred” posteriorgram features (BPFs) as

(1)

where blurring factor approaches 0. This blurring of the
phoneme posteriorgrams yields increased sensitivity to low
but nonzero phoneme posteriors, such as is common for the
undertrained English phonemes, at yielding a uniform

distribution for all nonzero posteriors; the blur exponent thus
dampens the effect of data imbalance. These BPFs are then
used as input for the GLD neural network with the targets Eng-
lish and non-English (this includes both Chinese and silence
phonemes).
Frame GLD outputs posterior probabilities

and for English and Chinese (and silence) given
each feature vector for a speech frame at time , where

. Then the acoustic model score
for HMM state (i.e., senone) given frame is

boosted to

(2)

where is the score used in the recognizer and is
the set of all HMM states for English phoneme models. Thus
if HMM state is identified as an English senone, and if

, its score is increased according the detector’s
posterior probability ; otherwise ( or

) the score remains unchanged. That is, if ,
no action is taken, because the Chinese phoneme models are
judged to have been trained on an amount of data sufficient to
ensure acceptable performance.
In this work, we replace the frame GLD with a series of cas-

caded models that leverage both high- and low-level cues to
yield improved posterior probabilities and for
use in a targeted second ASR pass.

III. FRAMEWORK

Our two-pass framework is shown in Fig. 1: simply stated, we
use the results of the first ASR pass to perform a targeted second
ASR pass. That is, the audio signals are our training corpus on
which we perform ASR using baseline acoustic models (AMs)
and language model (LM) to generate the first-pass recognition
results in the form of lattices. We then perform English-biased
CMLID on the audio signals and the lattices to generate lan-
guage posteriors, which we use in combination with the original
audio signals to perform our second run of ASR (using the orig-
inal AMs and LM), thus yielding an improved set of recognition
hypotheses.
Fig. 2 illustrates the different layers present in code-mixed

speech. In this utterance, there are three Chinese segments (所
以我省了很多 , 或者 , and 的空間 ) and two English seg-
ments (bandwidth and bitrate). Each layer is divided into dif-
ferent-sized tokens: white for silence (SIL), blue for Chinese
(CH), and striped red for English (EN). The higher the layer,
the longer the tokens. The word layer at the top, which con-
tains the longest tokens, is composed of English words and Chi-
nese multi-character pseudo-words. Note that in Chinese, word
boundaries are ill-defined: although characters often do have
definite collocations, these collocations are fluid and can change
significantly for different topics or modes of discourse. Below
the word layer, the syllable layer is composed of single charac-
ters and English syllables, all of which are sequences of conso-
nants and vowels. Below thewaveform is the phone layer, which
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Fig. 2. The audio signal and the main layers present in code-mixed speech (translation: “So I saved a lot of space in bandwidth or bitrate”). For each layer, the
task is to classify each token in the sequence given the features associated with that token. Identity features are shown for word, syllable, and phone layers.

Fig. 3. The six CMLID layers. Arrows show input and output for each compo-
nent. All layers are linear-chain CRF models except word-nn which is a recur-
rent neural network.

is composed of the various consonants and vowels that make up
each syllable; in this work these correspond to hidden Markov
model (HMM) monophones. The phone labels shown (sil, s, u,
o, #, @, AE, IH, TH, etc.) are those used in the ASR system, and
reflect the implicitly bilingual composition of the ASR models:
they model a full set of Chinese phones as well as a full set
of English phones. Between the phone and frame layers is the
state layer, which is not an HMM state but is generated using a
different method, as described in Section IV-B. At the bottom
is the frame layer, composed of 10 ms tokens. Note that the
frame-layer tokens are all equal in length, but the token lengths
for other layers depend on the contents of the audio signal.
The CMLID module from Fig. 1 is composed of the various

cascaded layers shown in Fig. 3, each of which is used to clas-
sify a different level of speech data. The incoming and outgoing
arrows in this diagram show the input and output for each layer.
For instance, the syllable layer takes input from the preceding
state and phone layers, as well as the audio signals and lattices,
and its output is used as input for the word and frame layers.
For each layer, the task is to decide what class (SIL, CH, or

EN) each token belongs to, given the entire token sequence in
the utterance as well as the features for each token. These classes
are shown in Fig. 2 as the different-colored target tokens. We in-
clude silence as a class because silences often precede or follow

code switches, and thus are viewed as communication that can
yield usable cues for our purposes. Thus for the word layer, we
seek to determine the class for each word in an utterance, given
the features of each word; likewise for the syllable, phone, state,
and frame layers.
The input for the frame layer is derived from the audio signals

and lattices, and also includes cascaded features from all of the
higher layers: state, phone, syllable, word-nn, and word. The
output of the frame layer is then used as input to boost English
phonemes during the second ASR pass.

A. Models
1) Conditional Random Field: We model the state, phone,

syllable, word, and frame layers using linear-chain conditional
random fields (CRFs) [19], [20]. Because they are discrimina-
tive, sequential models, linear-chain CRFs are well suited to the
task at hand. A linear-chain CRF is a distribution , where
and are state and observation sequences, respectively. (Note

the ‘state’ mentioned here is a CRF state and is unrelated to the
CMLID state layer.)

(3)

where

(4)

is a normalization factor, is the parameter
vector to be learned, and is a set of real-
valued functions.
As shown in Fig. 2, the possible output states for our CRF

models are SIL, CH, and EN. Thus, given , the output
of the final CRF frame model for frame is

EN (5)
EN (6)

As with frame GLD in Section II-C, we use this and
to boost corresponding English phonemes during the

second ASR pass.
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Fig. 4. Modified context-dependent RNNLM diagram. The original RNNLM
class+word output layer is simplified to SIL, CH, and EN.

Fig. 5. Syllable-level CRF target labels and sample feature vectors for part of
the utterance in Fig. 2. Feature is the syllable’s lexical identity, is its
consonant-vowel sequence, is its length in 10 ms frames, and is its
lattice-based confidence.

2) Recurrent Neural Network: For the word-nn layer, we
use a modified context-dependent recurrent neural network
language model (RNNLM) [21], [22] in which the factorized
(class+word) output layer [23] is simplified to just the three
output classes SIL, CH, and EN.
This is shown in Fig. 4, in which is the 1-of- word

vector for time , represents the various continuous-valued
auxiliary feature vector corresponding to , is the
previous word’s RNN state vector, is the current word’s
state vector, and is the output vector. In our case
SIL, CH, EN . , , , , and are the various synapse
matrices. In particular, represents a simple maximum entropy
model with N-gram features [24].
The state and output layers are computed as

(7)
(8)

where is the sigmoid activation function and is the
softmax function:

(9)

The model is trained by using stochastic gradient descent to find
the weight matrices , , , , and such that the likelihood
of the training data is maximized.

IV. FEATURES
The strength of the proposed approach lies in the combina-

tion of both low- and high-level features, and the selection of

the most effective of these features, which yields a small set of
nonlinear, high-order features highly targeted to English-spe-
cific CMLID.

A. CRF Topology
1) Feature Binning: Because we use discrete features in our

CRF models, we perform uniform binning on numeric features
and exponential binning on duration-type features. Thus a real-
valued feature like , , is set to one of the
discrete values , , or corresponding to

For a durational feature like (length in frames),
, we have corresponding to

which is equivalent to uniform binning for log features.

2) Atomic Features:
Fig. 5 illustrates the observations and labels of a CRF model.

For each token, we have listed the features , , , and
. Features that we use in practice include not only atomic

features but also feature conjunctions [25]. With respect to the
syllable token at , the atomic feature is “CCVCC.”
Thus features like “CVC” or “CVV” cor-
respond to the same token but contain contextual information,
specifically regarding the previous (ban) or next (或) tokens,
respectively. In this way we denote contextual features for any
given token.
Where is the set of discrete values that feature can take,

feature rule during CRF training is expanded to
CRF feature functions (see Eq. (3)). Thus fea-

ture rule would expand to feature func-
tions.
3) Feature Conjunctions: Feature conjunctions are dis-

crete concatenations of two or more features. For instance,
is the conjunction of the feature for the

current and next tokens: for ,
“CCVCC.CVV”; note that in CRF training, this is seen as
a single discrete value. Heterogeneous conjunctions are also
used: “dwidth.CVC.” (Note that due to
binning, for we would have something like
“len.11_04.CCVCC.”) A conjunction of features
and expands to CRF feature functions.
4) Feature Functions, Rules, and Groups: To reduce com-

plexity, during feature selection, we select features at the fea-
ture group level and not at the feature function level. A fea-
ture group for feature includes the following 14 feature rules:

, , , , , , ,
, , , ,

, , and .
A feature group for the conjunction of features and

includes the following 23 feature rules: ,
, , , ,

, , ,
, , , ,
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, , , ,
, , , ,
, , and .

Thus feature groups like or are composed
of feature rules like or , each of
which expands during CRF training to feature functions of the
form , each of which corresponds to a CRF
parameter .
The CRF toolkit we use supports both L1 and L2 regular-

ization [26]. We use L1 regularization to minimize model size
and reduce training times. Also, only those feature functions are
considered that occur in the training corpus no less than three
times.

B. Token Durations
As shown in Fig. 2, token durations depend on the layer. From

the 1-best hypotheses in the first-pass recognition lattices, we
extract token durations for the word, syllable, and phone layers.
Token durations in the state layer are based not on recog-

nition results but on a hierarchical agglomerative clustering of
the waveform-derived MFCCs into acoustically stationary seg-
ments [27]. This yields tokens that are slightly shorter on av-
erage than those in the phone layer. When thus generating state
tokens in a manner orthogonal to that of the phone layer, the
hope is to counteract any acoustic model biases, and to comple-
ment features in the phone layer.

C. Feature Types
The success of this framework for English segment recovery

depends on the strength of the features used. To that end, we
generate many different features and try all possible feature con-
junctions to see what works best. For each layer we extract a dif-
ferent set of features, but many feature types are shared across
layers. The foundational unit for all layers is the blurred pos-
teriorgram feature (BPF) from Section II-C, extracted as in [6]
using a blur factor of 0.01.
1) Identity Features: These lexical identities include

phoneme labels and for the state and
phone layers: is the highest-scoring phoneme
over the span of the state or phone token, and is
the second-highest scoring phoneme. In the syllable layer,

is a concatenation of the phonemes over the token
span (for the syllable see this would be “S+IY”), and in the
word layer is the corresponding word in the underlying 1-best
hypothesis. The word layer also contains ,
which like is a concatenation of the phonemes
over the word’s token span (“B+AE+N,D+W+IH+D+TH” for
bandwidth).
2) Duration Features: Duration features like , ,

and record the length of the token in 10 ms frames.
For the syllable layer, , , and
record the length of the three syllable components. As shown
in Fig. 2 (bandwidth vs. band-width, bi-trate vs. bit-rate), the
syllabification of English words differs from standard dictio-
nary syllabifications. This is because it was generated using the
maximum onset principle, which maximally assigns consonants
to the beginning (onset) of the following syllable before as-
signing them to the end (coda) of the previous syllable. We do

not take into account compound words. In Chinese, syllabifica-
tion is trivial due to the simpler structure of Chinese syllables.
In the word layer, and

record the lengths of any preceding
or following silence tokens. Also, records the
average syllable length for this word, and
the average number of phones in each syllable in the word.
Related to duration features are the word layer’s
and , which record the number of phonemes and
syllables that this word contains, respectively.
3) Confidence Features: The confidence features and

are measures of lattice confidence. is set to the
mean weight of over the BPF’s covering the token,
and is the average entropy of the BPF distributions
covering the token.
4) Positional Features: These features record where in the

utterance the token is, and include (distance from utter-
ance head), (distance from tail), and (distance from
middle).
5) Distributional Features: These features measure the mean

and standard deviations of various other features: and
measure the exponential moving average of the token

lengths to the left and right of the current token, and and
measure their exponential moving standard deviations.

In the syllable layer, we additionally record distributional fea-
tures for onset, nucleus, and coda lengths, and in the word layer,
we include distributional measures for the surrounding tokens’

and features.
6) Articulatory Features: We apply linguistic knowledge

to extract additional language-independent information from
the lattices in the form of articulation features and .
These are respectively fine and coarse measures of phoneme
sonorance. Feature is composed of the following classes:
voiced obstruent, voiceless obstruent, voiced sonorant, voice-
less sonorant, vowel, and silence. (Stops, affricates, and
fricatives are considered obstruents, and nasals and approx-
imants (or glides) are considered sonorants.) Feature is
composed of consonant, vowel, and silence. These distinctions
were motivated in part by the work of Yin et al. on voiced/un-
voiced duration modeling [28], and also in hopes of reflecting
language-specific phonotactic constraints. We also generate

to distinguish between silence, front, central, and back
sounds, and for silence, voiced, and voiceless sounds.
For syllables, in addition to the identity feature,

we describe each syllable’s articulatory makeup such as with
the feature from Fig. 5, which is a concatenation of Cs
and Vs corresponding to each constituent phoneme’s CV class.
We likewise use , , and to de-
scribe syllable makeups in terms of phoneme manner and place
of articulation, and in terms of phone sonorance (per ).
Note that all articulation features are in fact BPF-based ex-

pectations over the corresponding token duration.
7) Prosodic Features: For the syllable layer, we extract

prosodic features that reflect various measures of syllable
pitch and energy. We follow [29] and extract 20 pitch features
( ) and 13 energy features ( ). These features
are extracted directly from the corresponding audio signal. For
the state and phone layers, we extract the same prosodic features
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but treat the underlying state and phone tokens as pseudo-syl-
lables. For the word and word-nn layers, we extract prosodic
features for the leftmost and rightmost syllables of the word,
yielding , , , and

.
8) Features for Word-nn Layer: The word-nn neural net-

work model uses the groundtruth transcripts for training and
lattice 1-bests for testing. Word boundaries are extracted
from the results of forced alignment. Features used for each
word include the word itself, its lattice-derived confidence

, duration features , ,
, and , , ,

, , , and . This is in addition to
the word-level prosodic features. Note that these features are
not binned as with the CRF model but are used directly. Due
to the order independency effect mentioned in Section II-A, we
train both left-to-right and right-to-left models, and use as the
output of this layer the average of the testing results of both
models.
9) Linguistic Features: The language model backoff be-

havior is a token-level variant of that proposed by Fayolle
et al. [30]. Based on the utterance’s probability chain given
a token-based 20-gram language model, is the backoff
level of the corresponding probability within the chain. For
example, if an explicit parameter for the full 20-gram of a
given token segment’s probability is present in the LM, its

is set to 20; if the highest-order explicit parameter for
the probability is a 3-gram, then is set to 3. Thus
reflects the language model’s confidence with respect to the
token segment in context.
For the state and phone layers, is generated based

on the identity . In the syllable layer, ,
, , and are additionally

generated based on their corresponding articulatory syllable
representations.
For the word layer, word-nn class marginals are used as lin-

guistic cues.
10) Cascaded Features: These are the output class marginals

from one layer that are used as input features for another layer.
When the token boundaries between the layers are different, the
expectation is taken over the target layer’s token durations. They
are generated in the form LAYER , LAYER , and
LAYER , for the SIL, CH, and EN class marginals, re-
spectively, where LAYER specifies the source layer.
Cascaded features also include LAYER , LAYER ,

and LAYER . Referencing Fig. 6, LAYER
records the number of source (layer ) tokens that are part of the
corresponding target (layer ) token, and LAYER records
the mean token length for those same source tokens. Thus
A for is , and A is .
LAYER is a textual sorted summary of the
three numeric marginal features after coarse quantization.
11) CRF Target Labels: The CRF target labels are generated

similar to the way cascaded features are generated, by treating
the forced alignments of the ground-truth word transcriptions as
the source level and recording the maximum resultant marginal
class as the target label for the corresponding token.

Fig. 6. Example of source ( ) and target ( ) layers of cascaded features.

Thus the longer the target tokens–most notably in the word
layer–the greater the chance that errors will propagate.

D. Feature Counts
Using all possible feature rules (see Section IV-A4) results

in large CRF models: 20M feature functions for the state layer
(estimated without L1 regularization but with a count cutoff of
3), 22M for the phone layer, 120M for the syllable layer, 240M
for the word layer, and more for the final frame layer (exceeded
available memory).

E. CRF Feature Induction

Using all possible feature rules not only results in intractable
CRF models, but it is also no guarantee of better models even
if they were tractable. Hence the need for feature induction,
where we select from a pool of potential features (that is, fea-
ture groups) an ensemble of complementary features: features
that are good not only individually but also when used together.
McCallum’s CRF feature induction scheme [25] operates on

the assumption that previously-induced feature weights remain
unchangedwhen new features are added. However, this assump-
tion does not hold in practice: two features used together can
yield performance worse than when either feature is used alone.
In this work we use a simple scheme for CRF feature group

induction called greedy feature selection (GFS), in which we
iteratively choose the yet-unchosen best-performing feature
group for inclusion in the ensemble of final feature groups.
This is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 GFS

1:
2: all feature groups
3: repeat
4: maxscore
5: for each group in pool do
6: evaluate(group)
7: if then
8:
9:
10: end if
11: end for
12:
13:
14: until done

As the scheme is exact, in that every feature group is evalu-
ated, it is more CPU-intensive than McCallum’s method. It is,
however, easily parallelizable over different machines and mul-
tiple cores, unlike McCallum’s method, for which no parallel
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Fig. 7. Development set English recognition accuracies for short AMs and
normal AMs in preliminary experiments. Shows the effect of -way cross
validation.

implementation is publicly available. The GFS objection func-
tion evaluate() is a weighted mean of the 1-versus-all soft class
F-measures. In this work, we use a weight vector of (SIL ,
CH , EN ) to recover English segments, which are
under-represented in the training data. That is, we select a fea-
ture group based solely on how well it classifies English tokens.

F. Generating Cascaded Features
One problem when using cascaded features for model

training is how to reduce training/test set mismatch. The naive
approach would be to simply train the model on the training
set, and then test the model on the same training set, and use
the results as features for the next layer. With this approach,
however, the model has already seen the data, and does unrea-
sonably well: much better than it would on unseen data, such
as the development or test sets. Cascaded features generated in
this way are unreasonably strong: during GFS they do well, but
during testing they yield poor performance. Hence GFS does
not choose the best features, being misled by the unrealistic
performance of the cascaded features.
To ensure that cascaded features are not unreasonably strong,

we use -way cross validation to generate cascaded features.
We prepare one corpus for each of the 15 days of lectures repre-
sented in the training corpus. That is, to generate the ASR first-
pass lattices from which we extract features for model training,
we divide the training set into partitions

, and define for each short AM a corpus composed
of all partitions but . Thus we train each short AM on ev-
erything but in the training corpus.We then use to generate
the recognition lattices for the utterances within , yielding a
set of training set word lattices that are better matched to the dev
and test set lattices.
Note that this extra step is unnecessary for approaches that

use no cascaded features, such as the frame GLD baseline de-
scribed in Section II-C.
We also use this approach with CRF models to extract cas-

caded features for later CRFmodels. As shown in Fig. 7, prelim-
inary experiments showed considerable performance improve-
ments using this approach, so all experiments reported here were
conducted using such a cross validation-like approach for cas-
caded features.

V. LAYERS
As shown in Fig. 3, we start by runningGFS on the state layer,

considering identity, duration, confidence, positional, distribu-
tional, articulatory, pseudo-prosodic, and linguistic features. We

train the state model using the resultant ensemble of feature
groups. Next we run GFS on the phone layer, considering the
same types of features as in the state layer but with the addi-
tion of the cascaded state layer features. We continue on like-
wise with the syllable layer, which takes into account now fully
prosodic features in addition to the same types of other fea-
tures, as well as the cascaded state and phone layer features. The
word-nn layer is trained on the features listed in Section IV-C8,
independently of all other layers. For the word layer, we con-
sider prosodic cues from the left- and rightmost syllables of each
word in addition to the same types of other features, as well as
the cascaded state, phone, syllable, and word-nn features.
Finally, we perform late fusion with the lowest-level frame

model, as we run GFS on a pool of cascaded features from all of
the other layers in addition to native frame-level identity, confi-
dence, distributional, and positional features. The resultant fea-
ture group ensemble yields the final model with which we gen-
erate language posteriors for use in running a targeted second
recognition pass.

A. DNN Frame Model

For comparison with the final CRF model, that is, the late
fusion frame-based model, we conduct additional experiments
using deep neural network (DNN) models [31]. We use standard
DNN models, with the sigmoid function for internal activations
and softmax for the last layer. All models have a dropout rate
of 50% [32]. We found that although using dropout requires
nearly twice the time as models without dropout, dropout yields
significant performance improvements.
This DNN frame model is trained on the same input as the

CRF model. However, because of the numeric nature of the
DNN model, all numeric CRF features are expressed as real
numbers instead of bins, and all discrete features are expressed
as 1-of-N binary feature vectors. For the final frame-level
model, this conversion from CRF to DNN results in 572 nu-
meric features per frame.
Recall that the CRFmodel takes into account features from up

to 3 frames previous and 3 frames following (Section IV-A4).
Thus we use a matching input context for the DNN models:
an input supervector including the features for the previous 3
frames, the current frame, and the following 3 frames. The tuned
DNN topology for this layer is thus nodes for
the input layer; 8000, 4000, 2000, 1000, and 500 nodes for the
five internal DNN layers; and 3 nodes (0 for SIL, 1 for CH, and
2 for EN) for the output layer.
The DNN frame LID model for this paper was trained using

libdnn [33].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. NTU Lecture Corpus

We perform code-mixed speech recognition on Mandarin
classroom lectures delivered at National Taiwan University.
Table I shows the extent of data imbalance for words, language
segments, and utterances. The average English segment length
is 1.3 words, or 0.75 seconds. On average, each utterance
contains 8.7 words and is 3.5 seconds in length. The training
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TABLE I
DSP TRAINING CORPUS STATISTICS. UNDER ‘UTTERANCES’,

‘ENGLISH’ REFERS TO UTTERANCES CONTAINING BOTH CHINESE
AND ENGLISH WORDS. LANGUAGE SEGMENTS ARE CONTIGUOUS

SEQUENCES OF WORDS IN A GIVEN LANGUAGE

set is 9 hours long, and the dev and test sets both contain
approximately 2200 utterances and are 2.5 hours long in total.

B. Baseline Recognition Systems
We evaluated the proposed approach on two systems: a

GMM-HMM system and a hybrid CD-HMM-DNN system.
We calculated recognition accuracy as a combination of

English word-based accuracy and Chinese character-based
accuracy [34].
1) GMM-HMM System: The GMM-HMM system was a

standard HMM/Viterbi-based system. We used speaker-de-
pendent, GMM, 3-state, triphone acoustic models (AMs),
a modified Kneser-Ney trigram language model (LM), and
a 13 K-word lexicon composed of English words, Chinese
multi-character words extracted using PAT trees [35] from a
large corpus, and Chinese characters. The LM was an inter-
polation of a well-trained broadcast news background model
trained on Mandarin Gigaword and a model trained on the
lecture corpus training set. Note that this baseline system is
implicitly bilingual, in that it was trained on bilingual data:
the acoustic models contain a complete set of Chinese phones
and a complete set of English phones, the lexicon contains
both Chinese and English words, and the language model was
trained on code-mixed data.
2) Hybrid System: For the hybrid (CD-HMM-DNN) system,

the DNN AM was trained on MFCC features with 4 frames
of context (9 frames total) for an input dimension of 351, and
outputted 6073 senone probabilities. The senone labels for
DNN training were determined using forced alignment results
from the GMM-HMM system. The DNN contained 4 hidden
layers, each with 2048 nodes, and used sigmoid activation
functions. The model was initialized using random weights and
then trained by mini-batch stochastic gradient descent, with a
batch size of 256. During training, the learning rate started at
0.005, and once the development set improvement fell below
1% absolute, the learning rate was reduced by a factor of 0.9
after each epoch. Training was concluded (early stop) once the
development set improvement fell below 0.05% absolute.
After training was completed, decoding was accomplished

by feeding the DNN AM-emitted senone probabilities to the
Viterbi decoder. This decoder used the same LM and lexicon
used in the GMM-HMM system.
The acoustic models for the hybrid system were trained using

the Kaldi toolkit [36].

C. Baselines and Upper Bounds
Our experiment baselines were each system’s first-pass

recognition results. In Table II we list the respective baseline

TABLE II
BASELINE DEVELOPMENT SET RECOGNITION ACCURACIES. ‘CH’, ‘EN’, AND

‘OV’ ARE CHINESE, ENGLISH, AND OVERALL ACCURACIES

development set recognition accuracies. Additionally, for the
GMM-HMM system, we sought to improve on the frame GLD
results [6].
For the GMM-HMM system, for further comparison, we

trained a baseline MFCC-DNN LID classifier which takes as
input the frame-level MFCCs to classify each frame as either
silence, Chinese, or English. This long-context baseline took
as input 81 frames of MFCC features: 40 previous frames, 1
current, and 40 following, making for 0.81 seconds of context.
The baseline MFCC-DNN LID model thus had a 3159-node
( frames MFCCs/frame) input layer, and three internal
layers with sizes of 4000, 1024, and 1024. During training
we used dropout rates of 50%. This baseline represents the
conventional approach to LID, to be used before performing
full recognition of code-mixed utterances, and as such was
different from the frame GLD approach, which as mentioned
in Section II-C is a multi-pass technique which takes its input
from first-pass recognition phoneme lattices.
For both GMM-HMM and hybrid systems, oracle experi-

ments show the upper performance bounds for any schemes
that use this language posterior-based frame-boosting frame-
work for rescoring. The oracle uses the ground-truth language
posteriors, as defined by the results of forced-alignment using
acoustic models from the GMM-HMM system.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conducted experiments on both the GMM-HMM and hy-
brid systems.

A. GMM-HMM System

The results of GFS for the GMM-HMM system are shown
in Tables III and IV. Table III shows the development set CRF
model F-measures for each class for each GFS iteration for each
layer: in the ‘# fea’ column is listed the number of discrete CRF
feature functions, and in the ‘Feature groups’ column is listed
the feature group chosen for addition to the feature group en-
semble during that GFS iteration. Table IV shows the recogni-
tion accuracies for the development set when the language pos-
teriors from the CMLID module are used for a targeted second
recognition pass: for each GFS iteration, the Chinese, English,
and overall accuracies are shown, as well as their corresponding
deltas with respect to the baseline accuracies, along with the sta-
tistical significance for each iteration. The significances shown
are for English recognition accuracy over the baseline.
As for the feature groups chosen by GFS, we note that lex-

ical identity cues such as and contain im-
portant information for classification for both state and phone
layers, as do and for the syllable and
word layers. Also, cascaded features are shown to be useful
as well. In the word layer, the inclusion of
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TABLE III
GMM-HMM SYSTEM: GFS FEATURE GROUP ENSEMBLES, FEATURE FUNCTION COUNTS, AND DEVELOPMENT SET CRF

F-MEASURES. FEATURES SUCH AS PH OR STATE ARE CASCADED FEATURES FROM EARLIER LAYERS.
‘# FEA’ IS THE NUMBER OF CRF FEATURE FUNCTIONS (EQ. (3)) FOR THE ITERATION

TABLE IV
GMM-HMM SYSTEM: DEVELOPMENT SET RECOGNITION ACCURACIES.
STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCES AND DELTAS EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGES.
‘CH’, ‘EN’, AND ‘OV’ ARE CHINESE, ENGLISH, AND OVERALL ACCURACIES

feature shows that word prosody discriminates between Man-
darin and English, specifically, the energy of a word’s beginning
syllable.
The frame layer, with which we perform late fusion, draws

from almost all layers, but chooses word-nn marginals over
those of the CRF model for the word layer; this shows the effec-
tiveness of the RNN architecture, at least with respect to classi-
fication accuracy.
For the initial layers (state, phone, syllable, and word), we

observe in the ‘ ’ column of Table IV that English recovery
is best at the state layer and decreases through to the word layer.
We believe this is due to the large size of the word segments in
comparison with other layers; it easily propagates errors from
the ASR 1-bests that the word segment lengths were derived
from. This trend can also be seen for the significances.

Although we have put no explicit emphasis on recovering
Chinese segments, the improved English accuracy has pulled
up the accuracy of Chinese as well. These improvements are
minimal, though, most likely because the Chinese support in
the acoustic and language models used in ASR is much stronger
than that for English. Notably, the trend for Chinese recovery is
the opposite of that for English: it is worst at the state layer but
best at the word layer. This could be a reflection of the heavy
imbalance between Chinese and English words in the corpus.
The fusion (frame) layer clearly outperforms the initial four

layers, and additionally shows in Table IV what looks to be an
overtraining trend that peaks at the 4th iteration. This shows
(1) that even at the frame level, improvements in CRF classi-
fication do not always translate to improvements in recognition
accuracy, and (2) perhaps the addition of the word-nn features
has hurt the model. Interestingly, the significances for the fusion
layer are considerably higher than those for the initial layers.
Fig. 8 shows the results of data-imbalance experiments we

conducted on the development set. We generated random sub-
sets of the training corpus by varying the proportion of Chinese-
only utterances that were included in the corpus, training a CRF
model on that corpus, and evaluating the resultant performance
of inference on the development set. All utterances containing
English were included in the training corpus subsets. Note the
contrast between the rising trend for CRF F-measure and the
falling trend for ASR accuracy. Table V and Fig. 9 shows the re-
sults when we further used the 0.00-ratio training corpus subset
to likewise evaluate the performance of all the GFS iterations
for the frame layer. Performance is consistantly improved over
that in Table IV.
Table VI shows the final recognition results for the test set.

Our best result (ratio-0.00 Frame:5) yields a relative improve-
ment of 11.5% over the ASR first-pass baseline, with a signif-
icance of 99.9%. Also, it outperforms the MFCC-DNN LID
baseline, which uses only frame-level acoustic (MFCC) fea-
tures. In addition, it outperforms frame GLD, which achieved a
relative improvement of 10.1% for English, albeit with stronger
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TABLE V
GMM-HMM SYSTEM: DATA IMBALANCE RESULTS FOR FINAL FRAME LAYER: DEVELOPMENT SET

RECOGNITION ACCURACIES AND CRF F-MEASURES. CHINESE-ONLY RATIO SET TO 0.00

TABLE VI
GMM-HMM SYSTEM: FINAL TEST SET RECOGNITION ACCURACIES. FRAME GLD IS THE RESULT FROM [6]. Chinese-only ratio

Fig. 8. GMM-HMM system: Development set performance for English when
different proportions of Chinese-only utterances are included in the training
corpus. Results shown for frame level, fourth GFS iteration. (a) CRF F-mea-
sure. (b) Recognition accuracy.

Fig. 9. GMM-HMM system: Development set English recognition accuracies
with ( ) and without ( ) Chinese-only utterances.
Results shown for frame level.

results for Chinese. The oracle results, especially those for Eng-
lish, show that there is still much room for improvement in
recognition accuracies if better classification can be achieved.
Table VI also shows frame-level experiments conducted on

DNN models (DNN Frame). As detailed in Section V-A, DNN
models were trained on the same input as the frame-level (late

fusion) CRFmodels described in this section. Similar corpus fil-
tering techniques were used for the DNNmodels to mitigate the
effects of data imbalance. The proposed approach outperforms
this DNN frame model as well.

B. Hybrid System
The results of GFS for the hybrid system are shown in

Tables VII and VIII. These tables are identical to Tables III and
IV but reflect the results when the hybrid-generated lattices
were used to generate the BPFs, the foundation of the proposed
CMLID method. Note that for the hybrid system experiments,
we set the Chinese-only ratio (COR) to 0.00 for all layers.
In Table VII we observe higher CRF classification accura-

cies than those for the GMM-HMM system; this is clearly due
to the higher accuracies from the stronger DNN AM, as listed in
Table II. In terms of CRF classification accuracy (Table VII), the
syllable layer appears to be the strongest, but in terms of ASR
accuracies (Table VIII), the syllable layer is clearly the weakest.
This shows again that CRF classification accuracy does not nec-
essarily predict ASR accuracy.
We also observe that both state and phone layers se-

lected word-level lattice features (WD and
WD ), and that the word layer in general
appears stronger CRF-wise than in the GMM-HMM system.
This is likely due to the hybrid system’s more accurate lattices
from which these features were extracted. ASR-wise, however,
we see that the state layer’s second iteration was the strongest
model of all–even stronger than the fusion layer. This shows
that the phone and state layers offer different but complemen-
tary cues, but it was also unexpected, as it was thought that
the fusion layer would incorporate the most informative cues
from the various higher layers to produce the most reasonable
decision for every frame. This counter-intuitive result must be
attributed again to the mismatch between CRF classification
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TABLE VII
HYBRID SYSTEM: GFS FEATURE GROUP ENSEMBLES, FEATURE FUNCTION COUNTS, AND DEVELOPMENT SET CRF F-MEASURES

TABLE VIII
HYBRID SYSTEM: DEVELOPMENT SET RECOGNITION ACCURACIES

accuracy and ASR accuracy: perhaps the hybrid system’s
higher first-pass recognition accuracies have intensified this
mismatch.
Most notably, the improvements that CMLID brings to the

hybrid system are much less than the improvements it brings
to the GMM-HMM system. This clearly has much to do with
the higher baseline recognition accuracies of the hybrid system.
This is likely also because the hybrid system has already cap-
tured relevant CMLID cues to some extent; this is similar to
the situation described in [37], where the acoustic modeling of
standard DNN was found to be much more robust than even
highly-specialized, highly-complex, multi-pass GMM-HMM-
based approaches. In any case, it is more difficult to improve
on the results of a stronger system.
Re-casting these accuracy improvements as error rate reduc-

tions sheds a slightly different light on the matter: under the
GMM-HMM framework, using the proposed CMLID method
we reduced the error rate by 17% relative (37.6% to 31.2%). To

maintain this rate of improvement on the hybrid system using
CMLIDwould clearly require a considerably greater effort; thus
a 5.3% reduction of this strong baseline’s error rate (20.6% to
19.5%) is an accomplishment indeed, especially considering the
limited data (only 9 hours, of which we use only 4.5 h) available.
Indeed, extensive further tuning of the various hybrid AM’s pa-
rameters yielded only negligible improvements in recognition
accuracy, far less than those gained with the CMLID method.
These observations hold also with Table IX, which shows the

final test set recognition accuracies for the hybrid system. Note
in particular the oracle results, which further indicate the limited
potential for improvement for this strong system.

C. Discussion

Why do the word and word-nn layers yield such small
improvements in recognition accuracy for the GMM-HMM
system? We believe this is due to the longer tokens in the word
layer, which propagate errors more. One potential solution to
this problem would be to take into account hypotheses other
than only the 1-best hypothesis, for instance using the lattice or
derived N-best lists. Otherwise it is indeed difficult when using
such a framework to avoid promoting the original system hy-
pothesis. Nevertheless, the lower-level layers clearly were able
to recover information lost or obscured at the word level. For
instance, the frame layer’s choice in Table III of feature con-
junction WD_NN indicates that despite
the poor performance of the word-nn layer, when considered
in conjunction with the average confidence of the left few
frames, word-nn marginals aid in language classification. The
word layer for the hybrid system was stronger than that in the
GMM-HMM system, most likely because of the more-accurate
base lattices.
Whichmodel is better for the LID task described here: CRF or

DNN? DNN’s inherent multi-layer topology makes it a more el-
egant solution, because it thus has the potential to capture high-
level feature interactions without explicit user intervention. The
GFS algorithm described here, however, is a feature engineering
method to explicitly find useful high-level features for CRF
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TABLE IX
HYBRID SYSTEM: FINAL TEST SET RECOGNITION ACCURACIES. Chinese-only ratio

TABLE X
GMM-HMM SYSTEM: SAMPLE ERRORS THAT ARE CORRECTED IN PROPOSED

APPROACH AND ORACLE EXPERIMENTS

models. The results in Table VI show that for the highest per-
formance yields, it is still necessary to utilize methods like GFS
for CRF models.
In a CRF-centric paradigm, GFS works well because CRF

models with a small number of features train quickly. As such,
the concatenating of atomic features (that is, the feature con-
junctions of Section IV-A3) is a feasible way to capture high-
level information. With DNN models such as Table VI’s DNN
Frame, however, such feature conjunctions result in large fea-
ture counts, which yield large input layers and correspondingly
large models, which can take weeks to train, even with high-end
GPUs. Since it was not immediately apparent how to efficiently
incorporate feature conjunctions into a DNN framework, we
elected instead to extend the DNN topology by increasing the
number of internal layers (to five) in the hopes that so doing
would achieve the same goal of capturing high-level informa-
tion but in an even more convenient way than GFS. However,
additional DNN depth (that is, internal layers) does not capture
temporally contextual cues. We attempted to extend temporal
context by widening the input layer to include the features of
more surrounding frames (10 previous + 10 following), but this
yielded no additional improvements.
A closer look at error patterns present in the proposed and or-

acle results (Table X) as compared to the GMM-HMM system’s
baseline and frame GLD results shows that the improvements
yielded are largely attributable to reductions in substitution er-
rors. This is clearly due to the increased frame-level accuracy in
language identification, which in certain cases helps the recog-
nizer to “hear” word segments more clearly. That is, by boosting
the likelihoods for the detected language’s state models, it effec-
tively budges the recognizer in what is judged to be the right di-
rection. This is, of course, the purpose of the proposed method.

VIII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a complete framework for the recovery

of English segments in code-mixed speech recognition. The
strength of this approach lies in the combination of both low-
and high-level features, and the selection of the most effective
of these features, to yield a small set of nonlinear, high-order
features highly targeted to English-specific code-mixed lan-
guage identification. Our use of -way cross-validation with
acoustic models and CRFs when extracting cascaded features
yields improved performance, as does tuning the data imbal-
ance ratio between Chinese and English: this is important,
since code-mixed tasks often involve highly imbalanced data.
We have proposed a simple and exact but highly parallelizable
method for the induction of CRF feature groups, and demon-
strated its effectiveness on a code-mixed Chinese-English
lecture corpus. Together, these techniques are shown to yield
improved performance over previous work, even over high-per-
formance new methodologies for LID like DNN, or new
hybrid recognition paradigms such as CD-HMM-DNN, and
represent a foundation for future development in the recovery
of guest-language segments in limited-resource code-mixed
speech.
In the future, for GMM-HMM systems we hope to generate

stronger features, for instance articulatory features that are clas-
sifier-based instead of knowledge-based. We would also like
to perform GFS at the feature rule level instead of the feature
group level, and use wider contexts and investigate using 3-way
feature conjunctions to capture higher-order information. Addi-
tionally, further work on neural network-based methods such as
DNNs could result in performance breakthroughs; in particular,
one promising direction is the use of an RNN- or LSTM-based
[38], [39] framework which would allow for stronger implicit
temporally contextual cues in a neural network.
For hybrid systems, the focus of future work should be on

exploring more fully the potential of deep learning models to
accomplish implicit CMLID. This could be as simple as adding
depth or width to the model, or it could involve multi-task type
structural hints to encourage the model to “pay more attention”
to languages. Other directions include developing new DNN
input features, for instance prosodic features (pitch/energy/du-
ration) based on auto-detected pseudo-syllables. Of course, ad-
ditional context is always helpful but may be difficult to model
with such limited data.
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